
#42185, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, CENTAR

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 87 m² €750 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 2 0 1 0 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 3

Excellent apartment in the center of Belgrade, situated in a quiet street near the Botanical Garden. From this location one can

easily reach all parts of the city, while the pedestrian zone is at only ten minutes walking distance. The building is relatively new,

well maintained, with an elevator and available garage space. The apartment is housed on the third floor, bright and quiet. It

consists of an entrance hall, which leads into the living room with dining area. The kitchen is separate, but open over the bar

towards the dining area. The private area consists of two rooms that have access to a large terrace of 7 m<sup>2</sup>. The

larger bedroom is equipped with a double bed, and a closet, while the smaller one has a closet and has been redesigned into a

working area. Two bathrooms, a smaller one with a shower cabin, and a larger one with a bathtub and a washing machine and

dryer are at disposal. The apartment is fully equipped with furniture and appliances. Extremely pleasant interior in bright shades,

with interesting lighting in plaster details. One garage of 22 m<sup>2</sup> in the basement of the building is reserved for the

future tenant. Ideal for comfortable life of a modern man.
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